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A B S T R A C T

On January 18, 2022, around 1 million kilometers from Earth, five times the distance from Earth to the
Moon, a large asteroid passed without harm to the Earth. Theoretically, however, the event of the asteroid
falling into Earth, causing the tsunami, is possible since there are over 27,000 near-Earth asteroids [1], and
the Earth’s surface is covered in 71 percent by water. We introduce a novel graph-grammar-based framework
for asteroid tsunami simulations. Our framework adaptively generates the computational mesh of the Earth
model. It is built from triangular elements representing the seashore and the seabed. The computational mesh
is represented as a graph, with graph vertices representing the computational mesh element’s interiors and
edges. Mesh refinements are often performed by the longest-edge refinement algorithm. We have expressed this
algorithm by only two graph-grammar productions. The resulting graph represents the terrain approximating
the topography with a prescribed accuracy. We generalize the graph-grammar mesh refinement algorithm
to work on the entire Earth model, allowing the generation of the terrain topography, including the seabed.
Having the seashore and the seabed represented by a graph, we introduce the finite element method simulations
of the tsunami wave propagation. We illustrate the framework with simulations of the disastrous asteroid falling
into the Baltic sea.
1. Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a graph-grammar-based platform for
performing tsunami simulations. There are the following novelties of
our approach

– Using a novel graph-grammar-based approach, we adaptively
generate the computational mesh covering the coastal area and
the seabed. For the first time, we employ the ‘‘adjoint’’ graph,
where graph vertices represent the interiors and edges of the
triangular elements. Our previous model [2] used the ‘‘direct’’
representation, where graph vertices represent element vertices,
and graph edges represent the element edges and interiors. It re-
quired costly identification of the common edges of triangles. The
element interiors were connected with element vertices, and thus
it required identification of common edges by checking neighbors
of the vertices, possibly considering hundreds of adjacent edges.
In this paper, we consider the ‘‘adjoint’’ graph, and we connect the
edges with interiors; and since each edge always has two vertices,
the identification is straightforward.
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– We propose two graph transformations to express the longest-
edge mesh refinement algorithm [3,4]. Thus, our model is a gen-
eralization and simplification of the graph-grammar-based model
of the Rivara algorithm [2], which employed six graph-grammar
productions for modeling of longest-edge refinements.

– We formulate our graph-grammar-based model in spherical coor-
dinates, and we execute the generation of the seabed and seashore
for the entire Earth model.

– We employ a finite element method as well as an explicit time
integrator and the graph-grammar-based meshes in simulations
of tsunami propagation. For this purpose, we use a hyperbolic
wave equation from [5]. Furthermore, we present verification of
our numerical procedure on a hyperbolic model problem.

– To showcase the developed framework, we present a simulation
of an asteroid tsunami hitting the Baltic sea.

In this paper, we use the concept of graph grammar. In our previous
work, we used hypergraph grammar, initially introduced by Habel
and Kreowski in [6,7] for applications in computer graphics. Special
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Fig. 1. Longest edge refinement of the triangular element.

algorithms are also developed and optimized for the hypergraphs [8–
10]. This work is based on our experience with exploring the graph-
grammar-based simulations developed for the air pollution simulations
in the Lesser Poland district area [2]. Here, we propose a longest-
edge refinement algorithm with a smaller number of productions; with
cheaper identification of the left-hand sides of the productions, we
formulate the model in the spherical system of coordinates. We also
implement a non-linear wave equation, and employ our method in
asteroid tsunami simulations.

There exist several alternative codes for tsunami simulations, see,
e.g., [11,12]. The software presented in [11] performs local tsunami
simulations in nearshore areas. Experimental results from [11] demon-
strated there show 2 h long computations using four cores of the
simulations (based on the OpenMP loop parallelization), equivalent to
8 h of single-core computations. In this paper, we present an alternative
graph-grammar-based model. The model decomposes the computa-
tional problem into basic tasks called graph-grammar productions.
They can be employed as the model of concurrency, with particular
graph-grammar productions executed in parallel (after implementation
in, e.g., GALOIS [13] or Katana-graph [14] graph transformation sys-
tems). In [12] the formulation of the shallow water equations in the
spherical coordinates system is presented along with a family of high-
order computational methods. However, they do not present large-scale
simulations; they focus on local Mediterranean tsunami simulations.

The expression of a tsunami simulator using the graph-grammar
model, as proposed herein will allow us to build a concurrency model.
In turn, this allows us to identify graph grammar productions as basic
undividable tasks that can be executed concurrently to perform large
parallel simulations of tsunami propagation in global Earth models.
In this paper, we focus on Cartesian coordinate system formulation,
suitable for local Baltic sea simulations, and we develop the optimized
graph-grammar model and test it using sequential implementation and
explicit model.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 summarizes the
longest-edge refinement algorithm; Section 3 describes how to express
the algorithm by two graph productions working on the ‘‘adjoint’’
graph; Section 4 describes the algorithm’s execution to generate the
computational mesh covering Earth; in Section 5, generate a com-
putational mesh covering the Baltic seashore and seabed; Section 6
describes the numerical formulation of the non-linear wave equation
solver in Cartesian coordinates, suitable for the local phenomena sim-
ulations; we verify the solver on a model problem in Section 7; in
Section 8, we present a numerical experiment of asteroid tsunami
simulations in the Baltic sea; Section 9 presents the comparison of
the computational costs of identification of the left-hand sides of the
graph-grammar productions in our new model versus the previous six
productions model; finally, in Section 10 we conclude the paper.

2. Longest-edge refinement algorithm

Mesh refinement is task in which elements of a mesh are subdivided
to obtain a finer mesh. During such mesh refinement processes, the
original nodes are not removed, and the topology of the original
mesh is preserved. Usually, we refine the elements where the error
2

Fig. 2. First row: single graph-grammar production. Second row: application of the
graph-grammar production.

is large in order to compute a better numerical solution. Here, we
will consider the longest-edge refinement algorithm. This algorithm
always breaks the element along its longest edge, see Fig. 1 for a
visualization. The longest-edge refinement can be expressed mathe-
matically as the bisection of a simplex 𝑞 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2,… , 𝑝𝑛, 𝑝𝑛+1) ∈ 𝑅𝑛.
If the distance between 𝑝𝑘 and 𝑝𝑚 is the maximum distance of the
simplex, then a new point is created such that 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑘+𝑝𝑚

2 and two new
simplices are created as: 𝑞1 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2,… , 𝑝𝑘−1, 𝑝, 𝑝𝑘+1,…, 𝑝𝑚,… , 𝑝𝑛+1)
and 𝑞2 = (𝑝1, 𝑝2,… , 𝑝𝑘,… , 𝑝𝑚−1, 𝑝, 𝑝𝑚+1,… , 𝑝𝑛+1). Hence, mathemati-
cally the longest-edge can be applied in any dimension. Geometrically,
the longest edge refinement generates a new point in the middle (a
hanging node) of the longest edge and generates the new two elements.

The main idea is to break an edge in half only if it is the longest edge
of all adjacent elements (we call this edge a terminal edge). For this
purpose, when a triangle 𝑡 is marked for refinement, we must consider
all neighboring elements until we find a terminal edge. All transition
elements are known as the Longest Edge Propagation Path 𝐿𝐸𝑃𝑃 (𝑡).
The algorithm divides the last two elements of the 𝐿𝐸𝑃𝑃 (𝑡) (or the last
single element located on the boundary) and reconstructs it again until
𝐿𝐸𝑃𝑃 (𝑡) is empty. This method ensures conformity of the mesh (i.e.,
no hanging nodes). We do not know beforehand how many additional
elements need to be broken to ensure the conformity of the mesh and
it may require several refinements of a single element. The traditional
algorithm is presented below in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Longest-Edge-Refinement
Require: 𝑡 triangle to refine, 𝑇 mesh of triangular elements
1: while 𝑡 remains without being bisected do
2: Find 𝐿𝐸𝑃𝑃 (𝑡)
3: 𝑡∗ = the last triangle of 𝐿𝐸𝑃𝑃 (𝑡)
4: if 𝑡∗ is a terminal boundary triangle then
5: bisect 𝑡∗
6: else
7: bisect the last pair of terminal triangle of 𝐿𝐸𝑃𝑃 (𝑡)
8: end while

3. Expressing the longest-edge refinement algorithm by graph-
grammar productions

We propose to represent the mesh by a graph and the mesh gener-
ation and refinements by so-called graph grammar productions. Graph
grammar productions consist of two graphs: the left-hand-side graph
and the right-hand-side graph. It allows us to generate new, more
complex graphs from simple graphs by replacing the subgraph of the
simple graph isomorphic to the left-hand-side graph with the right-
hand-side graph, see Fig. 2. The main disadvantage of graph grammar
is the computational cost of finding the graph isomorphic with the
left-hand-side graph in generated graph.

In our approach, a triangular element is represented as a graph,
as shown in Fig. 3, where the interior of the triangle is denoted by
the label T, and the edges are denoted by the label E. Additionally,
each triangle edge remembers the pointer to its beginning and endpoint
(nodes). This representation aims to reduce the computational cost of
finding the left-hand side. In our implementation, we keep pointers
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Fig. 3. Graph representation of a triangle.

o the interiors of elements, and from the interior node, we identify
he edges of the element. This method is better than connecting the
nteriors and vertices of an element as this negates the need to check
ll edges attached to the vertices while looking for the subgraph
epresenting one particular triangular element. Each triangle node T

is augmented with a single attribute:

– R: The triangle is marked to be refined

Whereas the edge nodes E are augmented with the following attributes:

– LE: The edge is one of the longest-edges.
– BR: The edge is broken.
– AE: Number of adjacent elements (1 if is a boundary, 2 if is

interior).
– x, y, z: Coordinates of the edge (middle point).
– IP: Pointer to the initial point.
– FP: Pointer to the final point.

o simplify the applicability predicate, use a deterministic comparison,
nd make the transition to 3D smoother, we introduce the following
omparison operator:

bool LESS ( e1 , e2 )
{ i f ( ! ( e1 .AE == e2 .AE) { re turn e1 .AE < e2 .AE; }
i f ( ! equal ( e1 . x , e2 . x ) { re turn e1 . x < e2 . x ; }
i f ( ! equal ( e1 . y , e2 . y ) { re turn e1 . y < e2 . y ; }
i f ( ! equal ( e1 . z , e2 . z ) { re turn e1 . z < e2 . z ; } }

isting 1.1: Comparison operator LESS.

where e1 and e2 are edges, 𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝑣1, 𝑣2) denotes the two argument
Boolean operator comparing two edges, and 𝐿𝐸(𝑣1) denotes the single
argument Boolean function checking if 𝑣1 is the longest edge.

𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝑒1, 𝑒2) will return true if:

– e1 is the boundary, and e2 is not on the boundary of the mesh,
or

– (both edges are boundary edges, or both are interior edges), and
𝑥 coordinate of e1 is smaller than 𝑥 coordinate of e2, or

– (both edges are boundary edges, or both are interior edges) and
𝑥 coordinates of e1 and e2 are the same and 𝑦 coordinate of e1 is
smaller than 𝑦 coordinate of e2, or

– (both edges are boundary edges or both are interior edges) and 𝑥
and 𝑦 coordinates of e1 and e2 are the same, and 𝑧 coordinate of
e1 is smaller than 𝑧 coordinate of e2. In all other cases, it returns
false.

This operator is used for defining the productions in such a way that
the boundary edges will get broken first, and if there are two broken
or two unbroken edges in a triangle, an edge with smaller values of
coefficients will be broken first.

We describe the process of mesh refinements by two graph trans-
formations, called graph-grammar productions. These expand the sub-
graph provided on the left-hand side of the production by the sub-graph
described on the right-hand side. The number of left-hand sides is 2 and
it depends on whether the ‘‘longest-edge’’ is broken or not, see Fig. 4.
This also ensures that the number of productions is as small as possible.
3

Production 0 is executed before the longest-edge refinement algorithm
Fig. 4. Two possible left-hand sides: unbroken edge and broken edge.

Fig. 5. Graph-grammar production (P1) with predicates of applicability.

tarts and sets the refinement flag for an element. This only changes the
alue of the attribute 𝑅 of the node labeled by 𝑇 to 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒. Production 1

bisects the triangle by an edge that is not broken (see Fig. 5) and is
executed if:

– Edge 𝑣3 is not broken, and is one of the longest edges, described
by 𝑁𝑂𝑇𝐵𝑅(𝑣3) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣3).

– The element has to be refined, it is marked to be refined, or it has
one edge broken, denoted by 𝑅(𝑣1) 𝑂𝑅 𝐵𝑅(𝑣2) 𝑂𝑅 𝐵𝑅(𝑣4).

– If edge 𝑣2 is broken, it cannot be one of the longest-edges. If
edge 𝑣3 is broken, it cannot be one of the longest-edges. This
is described by 𝑁𝑂𝑇 (𝐵𝑅(𝑣2) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣2) and 𝑁𝑂𝑇 (𝐵𝑅(𝑣4)
𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣4)),

– If edge 𝑣2 is not broken but it is one of the longest edges, check
the comparison operator. Same for edge 𝑣4. This is described by
𝑁𝑂𝑇 (𝑁𝑂𝑇 𝐵𝑅(𝑣2) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣2) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝑉3, 𝑉2)) and 𝑁𝑂𝑇
(𝑁𝑂𝑇 𝐵𝑅(𝑣4) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣4) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝑉3, 𝑉4)).

New graph nodes represent the newly created edges. They are sons of
the father node, representing the broken edge. Production 2 bisects the
triangle by a broken edge, as shown in Fig. 6. The production can be
executed if:

– Edge 𝑣3 has to be one of the longest, described by 𝐿𝐸(𝑣3).
– If edge 𝑣2 is also broken and is one of the longest edges, check the

comparison operator. Same for edge 𝑣4. This is described by 𝑁𝑂𝑇
(𝐵𝑅(𝑣2) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣2) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝑉3, 𝑉2)) and 𝑁𝑂𝑇 (𝐵𝑅(𝑣4)
𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸(𝑣4) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑆(𝑉3, 𝑉4)).

Fig. 7 presents the control diagram guiding the application of graph
grammar productions. First, production 𝑃 0 is to be performed. If 𝑃 0
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Fig. 6. Graph-grammar production (P2) with predicates of applicability.

Fig. 7. Diagram controlling the execution of graph-grammar productions.

was not performed, all elements have the required approximation
quality, and we go to the final state of the diagram. If production 𝑃0
was performed, 𝑃 2 and 𝑃 1 are to be performed (in a loop). If performed
one or more times, 𝑃 1 and 𝑃 2 cannot be performed, again, we move
to 𝑃 0.

4. Adaptive generation of the earth topography model, including
the terrain and the seabed

We present the graph-grammar-based derivation of the global model
of the topography of Earth. Our goal is to generate a mesh of a sphere
representing the Earth. We first create an initial, low-resolution mesh of
a sphere and then adapt it using the longest-edge refinement algorithm
expressed by two graph-grammar productions. The initial mesh is
already a complete sphere, including poles. It is represented as a graph
as described before, but each vertex has two types of coordinates

– 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 - Cartesian coordinates of a vertex on a sphere.
– 𝑢, 𝑣 - projection of a vertex to flat surface in form of spherical

coordinates, where 𝑢 ∈ [−180◦, 180◦) and 𝑣 ∈ [−90◦, 90◦]. In other
words 𝑢 is longitude and 𝑣 is latitude of the vertex.

All vertices are added using 𝑢, 𝑣 coordinates and then translated to
𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, using the following equations:

𝑥 = 𝑟 cos(𝑢) cos(𝑣),

𝑦 = 𝑟 sin(𝑢) cos(𝑣),

𝑧 = 𝑟 sin(𝑣),

where 𝑟 denotes the distance in the direction of the radius of Earth.
4

4.1. Initial mesh

We start from rectangular mesh (in 𝑢, 𝑣 coordinates) partitioned
into triangular elements, without poles, and one horizontal segment
that contains 𝑢 = 180◦, with vertices uniformly spaced. Assuming that
we want the sphere to contain 𝑛 horizontal segments and 𝑚 vertical
ones, this pre-initial mesh will have 𝑛 − 1 and 𝑚 − 2 segments, where
coordinates range from (−180◦,−90◦ + 180

𝑚
◦
) in the bottom-left corner

to (180◦ − 360
𝑛

◦
, 90◦ − 180

𝑚
◦
) in the upper-right corner, see Fig. 8. In the

resulting mesh, the leftmost vertices with 𝑢 = −180◦ are, in fact, the
same as the missing 180◦ vertices on the right. We fill in the missing
segment by connecting corresponding vertices in order to have a proper
poles-less sphere in 3D, as shown in Fig. 9. Lastly, we add two new
vertices for poles in coordinates (0◦, 90◦) and (0◦,−90◦) along with
appropriate triangles as shown in Fig. 10.

4.2. Longest-edge refinement of a sphere mesh

Ultimately we use the longest-edge refinement algorithm on the
generated initial mesh to create a high-resolution mesh that may be
used in simulations. The algorithm operates on single triangles and
there are two issues to address:

– How is the distance between two vertices calculated? The graph-
grammar-based longest-edge algorithm will employ this distance
to determine elements to be broken.

– How and where to add new vertices after breaking an edge in
spherical coordinates?

The distance can be calculated using either 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 or 𝑢, 𝑣 coordinates.
However, using 𝑢, 𝑣 introduces two problems: (1) connecting the left-
most and rightmost triangles, and (2) single vertices at the poles (see
Fig. 10). In the end, the distance should be calculated as in the stan-
dard latitude–longitude projection: Assume we have two vertices with
coordinates (𝑢1, 𝑣1) and (𝑢2, 𝑣2). We calculate distance as a Cartesian
distance but introduce two additional conditions:

– If 𝑢1 = −180◦ and 𝑢2 > 0◦ we assume that 𝑢1 = 180◦.
– If |𝑣1| = 90◦ (north or south pole) we assume that 𝑢1 = 𝑢2.

A new vertex with coordinates (𝑢3, 𝑣3) is added in the middle of the
broken edge. Again there are two exceptions - poles and 𝑢 = −180◦:

– If 𝑢1 = −180◦ and 𝑢2 > 0◦ then 𝑢3 =
180◦+𝑢2

2 .
– If |𝑣1| = 90◦ then 𝑢3 =

𝑢2+𝑢2
2 = 𝑢2.

Selection either 𝑢, 𝑣 or 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 for calculating distance will produce
different results, especially near the poles. The finer the initial grid
is, the more similar meshes will be near the equator. The result for
8 iterations of adaptation is shown in Fig. 11 for 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 and Fig. 12 for
𝑢, 𝑣. Every triangle is marked for refinement at each iteration, and the
longest-edge refinement algorithm is used on the mesh.

Finally, we execute the longest-edge refinement algorithm expressed
by graph-grammar productions to create the mesh of the entire Earth
using elevation data from the GMRT database [15]. As the initial mesh,
we use the coarse sphere with the elevation of the vertices adjusted
using data from [15], with 143 vertices, 264 triangles, and 407 edges.
Since the database does not contain data for the poles, we cut the
sphere’s top and bottom at 65◦ and −65◦ degrees. The resulting mesh is
shown in Fig. 13, where we have executed 13 iterations of the longest-
edge refinement algorithm expressed by the control diagram. The final
mesh consists of 404,912 vertices, 808,692 triangles, and 1,213,604
edges.
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Fig. 8. Initial mesh of the entire sphere without poles and single vertical segment. Full mesh with all segments will have 12 vertical ones and 8 horizontal.
5. Adaptive generation of the baltic sea topography

In this section, we focus on a detailed local model, where we will
perform the tsunami simulations. Namely, we present an exemplary
derivation of the topography of the Baltic seashore and seabed. We start
from a graph representing four initial triangular elements; see Fig. 14.
We adjust the height of the mesh’s triangles to the terrain height
using topographic data from the same database as previously [15]
including seashore and seabed. We iteratively break elements where the
approximation is poor. To speed up the generation process, we employ
the following method for identification of the poor-quality triangles: we
identify all points from the map located within the triangle where we
have the height data available. For each point, we compute the absolute
value of the distance between the height from the map and the height
as approximated by the triangle. We mark this triangle for refinement
if an absolute value for any point is larger than a prescribed tolerance.
Additional mesh refinements may be needed as required by the longest-
edge refinement method to ensure there are no hanging nodes in the
mesh. The resulting iterations are presented in Figs. 15–22, where the
final mesh (see Fig. 23) has 217,058 nodes, 433,101 triangles, and
650,158 edges.
5

6. Tsunami simulations with nonlinear wave equations in shallow
water

In this section, we introduce our modeling approach for simulations
of tsunami waves. Tsunami wave propagation is a result of seawater
flow induced by rapid shifts in the sea bottom [5] or by sea surface
impacts of large objects from, e.g., rock slides [16] or asteroids [17].
Such seawater flow is governed by shallow water equations [18].
These highly nonlinear partial differential equations are intractable
and typically require significant computational resources for physically
relevant and accurate solutions. However, the nature of tsunami wave
flows allows us to consider greatly simplified models with sufficient
fidelity for the sea water flows. Here, we follow the approach taken
in [5,19] and model the tsunami propagation using a nonlinear wave
equation:

𝜕2𝑢
𝜕𝑡2

− ∇ (𝑔(𝑢 − 𝑧)∇𝑢) = 0, (1)

where 𝑢 denotes water surface elevation, 𝑧 the terrain topography and
bathymetry, and 𝑔 = 9.81 𝑚 the constant of gravitational acceleration.
𝑠2
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Fig. 9. Initial mesh with all horizontal segments.
We note that there more simplified shallow water models in exis-
tence, including fully linear models, e.g., those based on Boussinesq
approximations [20].

To compute approximations of the wave equation (1), we apply a
Bubnov–Galerkin [21] finite element method for the spatial discretiza-
tion and an explicit finite difference time stepping scheme for temporal
discretization. First, we introduce a finite difference approximation of
the second time derivative 𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑡2
≈ 𝑢𝑡−2𝑢𝑡−1+𝑢𝑡−2

𝑑𝑡2
. We subsequently employ

it in an explicit time integration scheme:
𝑢𝑡 − 2𝑢𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑡−2

𝑑𝑡2
= ∇

(

𝑔(𝑢𝑡−1 − 𝑧)∇(𝑢𝑡−1)
)

= 0. (2)

Next, we collect the unknowns on the left-hand side:

𝑢𝑡
⏟⏟⏟

Next state

= 𝑢𝑡−1
⏟⏟⏟

Previous state

+ 𝑢𝑡−1 − 𝑢𝑡−2
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟

States difference

+ 𝛥𝑡2
⏟⏟⏟

Time step squared

∇
(

𝑔(𝑢𝑡−1 − 𝑧)∇𝑢𝑡−1
)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Physics

. (3)

To apply the Bubnov–Galerkin method, we multiply by test functions
𝑣, integrate the spatial derivative term by parts and apply the following
boundary conditions on the whole domain boundary

∇(𝑔(𝑢𝑡 − 𝑧)) ⋅ 𝑛 = 0 (4)

which are equivalent to ∇(𝑢𝑡 − 𝑧) ⋅ 𝑛 = 0 and in case of 𝑧 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 they
reduce to zero Neumann boundary conditions ∇𝑢𝑡 ⋅ 𝑛 = 0. We get:

Find 𝑢 ∈ 𝑉 ∶
(

𝑢𝑡, 𝑣
)

=
(

𝑢𝑡−1, 𝑣
)

+ 𝐶
(

𝑢𝑡−1 − 𝑢𝑡−2, 𝑣
)

− 𝛥𝑡2
(

𝑔(𝑢𝑡−1 − 𝑧)∇𝑢𝑡−1,∇𝑣
)

∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 . (5)
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In (5), we have introduced a damping constant 𝐶 in front of the
wave propagation term. In the full nonlinear shallow water equations,
see [18], there are complex sources, including sea bed and sea surface
friction. In the simplified wave model, we consider these terms are
absent, but we represent them by the damping constant. In the Bubnov–
Galerkin finite element method, we use triangular finite elements and
linear basis functions related to the vertices of the computational
mesh. We have developed our original finite element method solver
in Julia [22].

7. Experimental verification on the model problem

As we mentioned in the previous section, our wave equation is
an approximation to the shallow water equations. In the resulting
approximation, we introduce the damping constant as a mechanism to
account for the simplifications. In real-life phenomena simulations, the
damping constant can be obtained experimentally in order to match the
measurements of the real tsunami phenomena. In this section, we show
that our non-linear wave equation with 𝐶 = 1.0 (without the damping
constant) matches the exact solution in the idealized ‘‘swimming pool’’
case without friction. We also illustrate how changing this dumping
constant influence the wave shape. Thus, we consider a simplified case
in which we have an exact closed-form analytical solution to our model
problem as described in [5]. Thus, our numerical experiment uses:

– The analytical solution from [5] (denoted as the ‘‘exact’’ in the
plots)

– A uniform mesh of 32,764 triangular elements, which covers the
square region (0, 10) × (0, 10).

– Initial condition : 𝑢0(𝑟) = 2𝑒−𝑟2 + 2 where 𝑟 denotes the distance
from the center point (5, 5)
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Fig. 10. Full initial mesh counting all the segments and poles.
– zero-Neumann kind b.c. in the model ‘‘pool case’’ ∇(𝑔(𝑢𝑡−𝑧))⋅𝑛 = 0
which reduces to the zero Neumann b.c. ∇𝑢𝑡 ⋅ 𝑛 = 0, meaning
there is no flow being pushed in and out (we are in the closed
swimming pool).

We ran the simulation with time step 𝑑𝑡 = 0.001 s, and a final time 2 s.
In Fig. 24, we present surface plots of the waves for selected times.

As the initial wave travels towards the boundary it is reflected and
self interacts as expected. The analytical solutions form [5] does not
include the damping constant we have included in our model. This
exact solution is visually not different from the simulation results with
𝐶 = 1. The results in Fig. 24 have been computed using 𝐶 = 0.999. To
further highlight the impact of this damping, we compare the exact
solution and the simulation results performed with damping constant
𝐶 = 0.999 in Fig. 25. We also present how changing the damping
constant influence the simulation results. In particular, we compare the
7

results for 𝐶 = 0.999 and 𝐶 = 0.997 in Fig. 26. Additionally, we compare
the results for 𝐶 = 0.999 and 𝐶 = 0.995 (the damping constant used
in the simulation in the Baltic sea in the following section). Results
are shown in Fig. 27, Where we see that using a smaller the damping
constant leads to a wave which is damped out faster, as expected.

8. Baltic sea asteroid tsunami simulation

We conclude the paper with the hypothetical asteroid tsunami
simulations in the Baltic sea. The initial state, modeling the asteroid
hitting the water, is given by

−𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜋𝑟
𝑛
) + 𝐴, 𝑟 =

(

(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑐 )2
)1∕2 for 𝑟 ∈ (−2𝑛, 2𝑛), (6)

where 𝐴 = 0.6, 𝑛 = 47.62, and (𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ) = (467, 1274) [km] is the relative
(to the corner of the mesh) location of the asteroid impact. We use
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Fig. 11. Final mesh after 8 iterations of the longest-edge refinement algorithm where distance is calculated using 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 coordinates.
Fig. 12. Final mesh after 8 iterations of the longest-edge refinement algorithm where distance is calculated using 𝑢, 𝑣 coordinates.
the non-linear wave equation (1), with damping constant 𝐶 = 0.995,
as well as the Bubnov–Galerkin finite element method and explicit
time integration scheme introduced in Section 6. The damping constant
represents the friction with the air and the friction with the sea bed.
In our non-linear wave equations, we do not have these terms, but
we represent them by the damping constant. This model parameter
could be further tuned by comparing the numerical simulations of the
tsunami with some available measurements of some real-life tsunami
phenomena, which may be a topic of our future work. The simulation
has been implemented in Julia [22] using our prototype finite element
method code.

In this simulation, the part of the domain where the tsunami hap-
pens is far from the global boundary. Thus we use the same ho-
mogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, which we consider to be
the acceptable assumption for the simplicity of the simulation. As is
8

common practice, no further boundary conditions are applied on the
seashore to allow the wave to flow over the terrain (land).

The simulation was performed with time step 𝑑𝑡 = 0.01 for 1000
steps. We have implemented our graph-grammar-based tsunami simu-
lator in Julia [22]. We use the computational mesh generated for the
Baltic sea area, as described in Section 5. First, the mass matrix for
the fixed mesh is LU factorized using Julia solver [22], and then in
each time step of the explicit simulation, we forward and backward
substitute with the updated right-hand side.

Using a laptop with an Intel Core i5-1135G7 processor, we are able
to perform approximately 1000 time steps within 1 h. Snapshots from
the simulation are presented in Figs. 28–32. For better visibility, the
mesh (the terrain height) and the results (the sea level) in the vertical
𝑧 direction are magnified 100 times. The assumed initial shape of the
wave created by the asteroid hit is 1096 m above sea level; see Fig. 28.
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Fig. 13. Mesh of the Earth with real elevation on a sphere with radius 60,000 m (compared to Earth’s radius 6, 371, 000 m). Distance is calculated using 𝑢, 𝑣 coordinates.
Fig. 14. Graph representing initial computational mesh.
Then, a peak in the center, up to 1616 m, is created around time step
100, as presented in Fig. 29. The tsunami wave travels in all directions,
but due to the irregular structure of the seabed, the wave height is
9

different, varying from 764 to 870 m in different directions, see Figs. 30
and 31. The wave propagates further and floods the seashore terrains,
as presented in time step 1000 in Fig. 32. The tsunami waves travel
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Fig. 15. Second iteration.

Fig. 16. Fourth iteration.

Fig. 17. Sixth iteration.

Fig. 18. Eighth iteration.

Fig. 19. Tenth iteration.
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Fig. 20. Twelfth iteration.
Fig. 21. Fourteenth iteration.
Fig. 22. Fifteenth iteration.
Fig. 23. The final mesh representing the Baltic sea area.
around 500 [km], and the total time of the simulation is 10,000 [s] =
2.7 [h]. This results in an average speed of propagation of 185 [km/h].
Using our graph-grammar-based platform, we can simulate and predict
the impact of the local asteroid tsunami in any part of the world.

9. Computational cost of identification of the left-hand sides of
graph grammar productions

In this section, we compare the computational cost of identification
of the triangular element, that is, the left-hand side of a graph-grammar
production, with the graph representation of the mesh obtained from
11
1. The six graph-grammar productions model described in [2].
2. The two graph-grammar productions model introduced in this

paper.

The model employed in [2] results in a graph representation of
the mesh, where element interiors are connected with vertices, and
the element vertices are connected by edges. Our new model results
in a graph representation of the mesh, where the element interiors
are connected with edges, and edges are connected to vertices. This
is illustrated in Fig. 33. We focus on the triangular element denoted by
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Fig. 24. Simulation of a wave in a pool filled with water.
blue. We distinguish its external boundary edge and the two internal
edges, the first edge and the second edge, in the ‘‘clockwise’’ direction.

The number of graph node comparison operations necessary for
identification of the triangle is listed in Table 1. We assume that we
have a list of pointers to element interiors. During the identification of
12
the left-hand side of the projection in the previous model, we pass from
the interior node to the three vertex nodes. Now, these vertex nodes
have 5, 5, or 16 adjacent graph edges. We must check the connections
through the graph edges, and in the pessimistic case, to identify the
common edge, we need to perform 16 × 5 = 80 comparisons (and
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Fig. 25. The comparison between the exact solution and the numerical simulations performed with damping constant 𝐶 = 0.999. The simulation results for 𝐶 = 1.0 are visually
identical with the exact solution. View at the cross-section along 𝑥-axis. View along 𝑦-axis is identical.
Table 1
The number of graph node comparison operations necessary to identify
the triangular elements in both representations.
Operation Interior-vertex

Model
Interior-edge
Model

Identification of the first
‘‘clockwise’’ edge

16 × 5 = 80 4 × 4 = 16

Identification of the second
‘‘clockwise’’ edge

16 × 5 = 80 4 × 4 = 16

Identification of the third
boundary edge

5 × 5 = 25 4 × 4 = 16
13
4 × 4 = 16 for the boundary edges in this example). The upper bound
on the number of operations is 80+80+25 = 185 operations.

In the new model, the interior nodes are connected with edge nodes.
Now, each edge node has a maximum of 5 adjacent graph edges. In
order to identify the common vertex, we must check up to 4 × 4 = 16
cases. The upper bound on the number of operations is 16+16+16=48
operations. In other words, the new model requires more than three
times less operations in this example.

In general, an element with 𝑛1 neighbors through the first vertex,
𝑛2 neighbors through the second vertex, and 𝑛3 neighbors through the
third vertex, requires up to 2𝑛1×2𝑛2+2𝑛1×2𝑛3+2𝑛2×2𝑛3 operations to
identify the triangle using the interior-vertex representation from [2],
and up to 16 + 16 + 16 = 48 operations using the interior-edge
representation proposed in this paper.
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Fig. 26. Comparison of the simulations with damping constants 𝐶 = 0.999 and 𝐶 = 0.997. View at the cross-section along 𝑥-axis. View along 𝑦-axis is identical.
10. Conclusion

We have presented a novel graph-grammar-based platform per-
forming simulations of asteroid tsunamis. First, we introduced the
graph representation of the computational mesh where the interior
of each triangle is connected with edges (not with nodes, like in our
previous research). This representation reduced the computational cost
of finding the subgraph isomorphic to the left-hand side graph of
the production. We employed the longest-edge refinement algorithm
implemented by two graph-grammar productions. The framework was
implemented in Julia to perform graph-grammar-based generation of
the computational mesh covering Earth, as well as detailed generation
of the Baltic seabed and seashore area. Next, we implemented the
non-linear hyperbolic wave propagation solver modeling the tsunami
14
propagation phenomena. It employs LU factorization of the mass matrix
and forward/backward substitutions for the consecutive time steps. We
performed simulations of the tsunami caused by the asteroid falling
into the Baltic sea to verify our platform. This simulation takes around
1 h on a laptop. In the simulations presented in Sections 7 and 8,
we have introduced a damping parameter 𝐶. This model parameter
could be further tuned by comparing the numerical simulations of the
tsunami with some available measurements of some real-life tsunami
phenomena, which may be a topic of our future work.

In our future work, we plan to switch to large-scale simulations of
tsunami propagation on the global Earth model. We will implement
our graph grammar-based solver within parallel graph transformation
systems (including GALOIS [13] or Katana graph [14]. We will re-
formulate the non-linear wave equations (as an approximation of the
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Fig. 27. Comparison of the simulations with damping constants 𝐶 = 0.999 and 𝐶 = 0.995. View at the cross-section along 𝑥-axis. View along 𝑦-axis is identical.
shallow water equations) in a spherical coordinate system using an
implicit higher-order time integration scheme. In particular, future
work will involve the development of the stabilized shallow water
equation (or its non-linear wave approximation) in the spherical coor-
dinate system, using an implicit higher-order time integration scheme,
e.g., [23], allowing for large-scale simulations on the model of the
global Earth. Future work will also involve parallelization into shared
memory and hybrid memory Linux clusters [24,25], using the GALOIS
or Katana graph environments for parallel graph transformations [13,
14]. Additionally, we plan to employ inverse algorithms [26–29] to
solve several related inverse problems.
15
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Fig. 28. Asteroid tsunami simulation time step 10.

Fig. 29. Asteroid tsunami simulation time step 100.

Fig. 30. Asteroid tsunami simulation time step 200.

Fig. 31. Asteroid tsunami simulation time step 300.
16
Fig. 32. Asteroid tsunami simulation time step 1000.

Fig. 33. Computational cost of identification of the triangular element denoted by blue
color. Left-panel: graph representation of the mesh generated by six graph-grammar
productions model. Right panel: graph representation of the mesh generated by two
graph-grammar productions model.
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